
Quit your job... and get them to pay you MORE after you 
leave... 

An intro to licensing. 

As with each and every module presented any of them can revolutionize everything in your 
company, dramatically rocket your income and change your life - regardless of your situation 
right now - if you don't take action, don't give yourself credit for the reasons... fix them! 
Take part in the community - don't be passive, get yourself out there, make friends, share, 
partner, ask questions, support - follow through on the promises that you made to be here. 
I really mean that, I appreciate all the great feedback and I know everybody's has committed to 
keep up with your payments - which I appreciate (Thank You) - but please don't think that's all 
that is expected of you; there is a community relying on YOU for input. 
Help... and be helped. 
End of lecture. 
Let's get started. 
Rundown - in one sentence here's what we'll be covering: 
Negotiating licensing, Transactional Financing and Transaction Agreements to 
replace your income, build your business and add to your Empire... this is so easy it 
is like pulling money out of thin air. 
Details: 
This is where you pull money out of thin air by profiting from your (or others') ideas: 
When we're done here - 
You'll know exactly how to engineer paydays at will, that will continue to pay for years 
You'll take ideas (from your Team, competitors, history, etc.) and turn them into money 
Leverage employees, money and other resources of giant companies with no cash/credit 
How to quit any job and get the companies to pay you even more after you leave 
A basic template to begin buying and selling companies with no risk, money or experience 
Leverage the same secrets behind genius examples like E.T., Star Wars, Azam Meo, etc. 
How to get better at spotting opportunity and pulling money out of thin air 
Tactician versus strategist... 
Tactician: 
Well I hope this works... 
I’ll do this and see how it goes... (I’ll put out a few signs and see how it goes...) 
I tried it and IT didn’t work... 
Strategist: 
We will put out 10 signs a day and continue to Policize until... 
I make everything I do “work” 
Everything is a test of willpower 
Tactician: Looking for excuses to quit and delegate blame 
Strategist: Looking for excuses to learn and improve. 
 

The secret to being as "brilliant" as me... (I've got everybody fooled, here's the secret) 



Be just a little more curious 
Be just a little more ambitious and "dreamy" 
Be just a little more friendly and endearing to everybody 
It is better to do it wrong rather than later. 
Brilliance is everywhere 
Your feedback on ANY interaction says more about you 
Always look for the positive lesson - YES it is ALWAYS there 
I'm not joking, what you say about others will ALWAYS say more about you 
"Licensing" basics 
You pay for the use of something - you do NOT have ownership 
Windows, Tom Cruise, Kiss 
Getting paid for a likeness, logo, software, etc. anything that you use NOT own 
How we'll be using it - 
We will take a model and "license" it out to a company or companies 
License agreement - Transaction agreements - Marketing Agreements 
Transactional Financing 
Maybe you don't call it licensing 
Huge legal world of craziness 
Many will tell you this is illegal, if you agree don't do it... 
... let others make the fortune - 
Positioned Access 
This will solve almost all of your problems 
Let's face it, "legality" isn't the issue 
By focusing on gatekeepers, you can make miracles happen 
This is a "Big Secret" 
How we make money on audios/training - the real profits 
Three main license methods 
Expense 
Transaction Models (volume or size) 
Education 
There are more, but we won't get into them 
Also keep in mind this is all "illegal" so no stupid questions 
The goal is to expand your thinking 
There are oceans of opportunity 
Anybody can do this (almost nobody will) 
You can pull money out of thin air with these models 
Whenever you say things like... 
They should... 
It'd be great if they... 
I don't know why they don't just... 
You could be getting rich 
These deals are all around us 



When you use my stuff it is simple to "close" them 
Just one deal can keep you paid for years and years... 
Be thinking of Transactions - Basic Transactions: 
Optimized Transactions (computer, better monitor) - better use 
Complimentary/Accompanying Transactions (computer, computer game) 
Habitual Transactions (coffee, seminars, etc.) 
Lifestyle Transactions (health food, yoga, etc.) 
Proximity Transactions (weddings, homes, etc.) 
To simplify 
You are taking a product/service and getting it front of a crowd 
You are taking a crowd and getting it front of a product/service 
Understanding Joint Ventures 
Meiji Models - 
Japan's Badassery, tiny islands with no infrastructure, defeated Samurai with Policized training - 
"western advancements" with "eastern values" 
Lessons - copy from the best and place elsewhere, the same idea will always be made better 
with just a little more discipline, 
Rockefeller Rebellion - Competition is a sin, make your competitors work for you whether 
they know it or not, instead of 10 companies (nine trailing one large one) buy the nine and take 
over the tenth - or Reverse Rebellion take over the nine with leverage with the tenth 
Crowd Connect 
Crowd Siphon 
Optimized Offers 
If you have a job - 
Take your role from the "left" to the "right" - liability to asset 
Begin tracking your actual value 
Do the math with transactions - how can you replace your income with transactions 
Basic questions you want to know - 
What is the average CPL? 
What is the conversion rate? 
What is the average CPC? 
What is the most effective marketing model?  Mail, radio, etc.? 
What are the best clients, where do they come from? 
What do the best clients have in common?  (very important) 
What is the fastest money this company will make? 
What was the most profitable activity, campaign, strategy recently?  Ever? 
Where are the top 5%? 
Who really makes the decisions? 
Direct marketing or image marketing?  (answer doesn't really matter,) 
In this industry who is buying companies, who is selling, raising money? 
What are the Proximity Transactions?  (easy money) 
Who is business being referred to right now and vice versa? 



Who are the target gatekeepers that would change everything? 
How scalable is the marketing right now? 
What are the biggest expenses right now? 
What are the biggest challenges the company is thinking about right now? 
Using your skill (Empire IQ) what are their real challenges? 
Do they have an email list of clients?  Any kind of list? 
What kind of continuing education does the company pay for? 
What are the people buying right now? 
When are people waiting? 
What are the identified/unidentified Lifestyle Transactions? 
What kind of education do they value?  (social media is a great example) 
These questions are easily answer with Positioned Access. 
Process Overview 
Identify business/industry 
Open communication with company/companies (start with your job if you have one) 
Determine focus area (transaction models, education, etc.) 
Interview if necessary 
Finalize "what makes sense" by using competing offers 
Test 
Next  (ownership, TF, etc.) 
So what do you do with this info? 
You build an Empire... 
Carpenter/Handyman 
Had been trying to get into real estate for over 10 years 
Nothing works, is illegal or his area is "different" 
To his credit - finally removed cranium from rectum and decides on RL and passion 
 

Math - jobs are sporadic with no strategy 
Arranges for a split of jobs of transactions he initiates 
Determines gatekeepers will be his focus 
New home builders, investors and banks - spends one week tweaking Policies 
Third week get two contracts from new home builders 
Business goes from two employees to eight - $4-$5k/month 
Manicurist 
Hates job, family business, determines split 
Realizes a podiatrist is a client and has been referring clients 
Average PPC is $50-100 
Determines sending a client to podiatrist would be worth $200 - but it is ILLEGAL 
Not illegal with a license agreement 
First week they sent nine patients - almost $2k 
Within 30 days she is doing over $5k/month 
 



Badassery: Meiji Effect - go to other manicurists and arrange a split 
She paid them $100 and rearranged $300 split 
60 days over $10k/month 
 

Paperboy - we love this kid! 
First he realizes that he can start his own paper, gets a few local advertisers to split cost 
Now for less work in more targeted areas he goes from $300/week to over $500/week 
Doesn't stop there - takes pretty "agent" postcards and does the math 
$1k+/month, two transactions worth about $15-20k, every listing he gets $1k up front 
Now he takes the same postcard but makes it ugly - first month eight listings - $8k 
(disclosure: after working with the Team more...) same model Meiji Style to other paperboys 
$25 - $30k/month 
 

Scrap Booker 
Wants to start her own business, but nervous 
RR - her boss was editor of trade magazine/association - needed more money 
Ask for ideas: no money for mailing, if somebody paid for mailing... 
Rachel contacts vendors and they split cost of "magazine" offer to go to large list 
Association/Rachel split profits 
$2-3k/month in 30-60 days 
Soccer Coach 
Works as cook 
Determines party value: $5/person 
Pre-game meetings and after party meetings 1-2 week 
Average 100/people a week - $300 - $500/week 
Badassery: Four other coaches involved with split 
$3-5k/month from parties 
 

Newspaper Owner 
Sales slumped - got in touch with top advertisers and arranges a split of response/sales 
This immediate more than doubled income - MLM, agents, computer sellers 
Badassery: Took same ads and licensed out to other agents out of area 
60 days: $10,000 month 
Duplicated model with other papers - now his paper becomes lead generator 
 

Hair stylist 
Arrange for $7 "discounts" and she got full amount 
Approaches nearby companies with little results... 
Then targets "waiting" lobbies - car/computer repair 
First week she does over $150 
Eventually hits $200 - $300 a week and quits 
She could've gone further though... ask yourself how... 



 

Car wash coupons 
Mechanic started partnering with car wash chain 
After months does 333 Technique and discovers brilliance 
Coupon for $25 high quality car wash - he would take $25 - $50/cost for 30-60 days 
So he starts offering coupon, first week does about $200, not best results 
He approaches gas stations, salons, grocery stores... 
Does over $3k/month 
Then with Positioned Access goes to car wash and asks them what best clients have in common 
They mention nearby medical building 
One contact - group of chiropractors - 50 - 100 patients a day, doubles his income 
Over 6-7k/month giving away coupons 
We'll come back to coupons 
Signs 
Poster realizes we are out of state - goes through the same training you are - here is HERE 
He posts signs for a cut 
Sending no qual buyers to investors 
Math: every closed deal split was 40%, average deal $3,500 - $1,300 - 1/20 in first week 
@ 20 calls day that's $1,300/day 
He went from getting 100 calls a week to over 500 once he had an interest - 30/30/30 
Over $1,000/day from posting signs 
 

Jeweler 
Idea came from book report... a huge secret 
3-10% arrangement for any new business - sometimes more depending on numbers 
Partner with cage fight group gave away hundreds of "fake" and some real diamonds/jewelry 
To see if it is real go to jeweler 
Several times - first time $70k/week 
Her cut 3-5k/month... 
... from one group 
Hundreds of others examples - 
Ex-plumber does $100k/month - roofers 
Race car - $30 - $50k/month with two signs 
Tricia's Coupons Craziness 
Fine dining - $50 - $100 GC, average ticked $150 
Cut was $50-100 
Partnered with FSBOs and agents 
Crazy numbers 
This is how you build Terminators 
You should notice... 
Recurring themes, you can start from scratch 
No matter what your job - you can quit it starting now 



Remember Meiji, Rockefeller lessons 
These are all examples of one-man-armies that hadn't even started yet 
Here are some more (watered down) examples to see how far you can take this... 
Max - Realtor 
Disclosure: he was involved one-on-one with Azam (but you can still learn from his example) 
He started doing eBay ads with 1-2 investment properties 
Built his investor list 
Badassery: got all agents in his office to put list their investor deals 
Broker paid for ads 
Max build investor list and moved deals 
10-15 deals a month 
Licensed Model out with 1 Tot (who later became a TT) 
Monthly average: $40,000 - $50,000/month 
This is just one model - (disclosure: he is on Team Azam now) 
 

Stephanie - Badass 
Disclosure: Was one of original students - now leader on our Team (won't work for you, right?) 
Pain management doctor, PPC over one year $3k+ 
Conversion rate 50% into long term patients 
$3k/year comes to $250/month - they were lost with numbers 
They agreed to help them market eventually agreed on $500/patient 
 

How to out market anybody in the world; research 
Hospitals are fu**ed!  (top killers in America, only behind heart disease and cancer) 
More than firearms, rape, murder, homicide, stalkers, drive-bys, knifings, police, auto, wars, 
etc. 
Doctor bacteria, pneumonia, people are sicker AFTER leaving hospital, 1/3 -1/4 doctors drunk 
Over 80% of all surgery can be solved non-invasively - almost all Americans will have back pain 
Most back, joint, bone deterioration begins 10+ years before symptoms - affects memory, 
speech, sex drive, sperm count, etc. 
Spinal fluids, blood circulation, brain activity, etc. 
So you may be suffering and not even know it 
One radio ad - 70-100 replies/leads a week - over 70% converted to appointments - over 50% 
One license agreement, one industry, one company - over $50,000 a month 
Do the math - you'd only need 70 calls at 70% or 10 calls a day to hit $50,000 
This doesn't even scratch the tip of the TIP 
 

Urine Labs 
We HATE to use "Azam" examples because he is SOOOO "brilliant", right? 
Wealthy doctors meeting with staff - we asked about challenges 
New girl: "We're spending $8k/day on urine tests..." 
Us Geniuses: Okay, what do you guys recommend we do about that 



(The geniuses are brainstorming...) 
New girl: "Why don't we start our own urine lab?" 
Us Geniuses: silence. 
This is one of the GREATEST ideas I've ever heard - 
In the next 48 hours we all went crazy and could hardly sleep 
Cost - $150-$200k (you make that back the FIRST MONTH) 
But... it was illegal, yeah, right... 
Once that was solved urine lab opened and was at over $10M in first year 
Now this main company licenses out to doctors 
Projected Value: $100M 
Just from asking: What do you recommend? 
 

Rockefeller's Exercises - 
Take a random group of companies - online search, phone book, streets 
Ask what overlapping consumers do they have? 
Take the any one company and focus on what Proximity Transactions they could/should 
engage? 
What partners would they easily be contacting and profiting with? 
Who are the gatekeepers that would change everything? 
Meiji Exercises 
What is an examples of a successful ad, campaign, marketing model? 
How can you easily apply this to another industry?  (this is the definition of intelligence!) 
Who is killing it - now pick a random company and push yourself to find answers. 
Pick a company and identify 5-10 uses of any one successful ad. 
What "unknown" policies does one company/salesperson use that others don't? 
You'll find this is easy - common sense applied - Johnny Rock quotes: 
Don't look for uncommon things to do commonly well 
Look for common things to do uncommonly well 
Profits are better than wages 
Competition is a sin 
Summary 
Positioned Access is worth millions (and that's an undervalue...) 
Get numbers on Transaction values and scalability 
Start tracking, get rid of non-performers and focus on players 
Ask more (Rockefeller, Meiji, Crowds) 
Always proactively look for and FIND brilliance 
It is better to do it wrong rather than later. 
 

 

 



Bonus Examples -  
Pulling Fast Money Out of Thin Air... yeah, seriously. 

 

Can be called... 
Licensing (evil) 
Royalties 
Transaction Agreements 
Ownership Retainment Agreements 
Marketing Agreement 
Contract... 
 

Or... how about... 
 

Agreement? 

I’m trying “everything”... really?  Really? 
The “harder” you’re trying and doing it all “right” the more YOU SUCK! 
Attitude is 99%... yeah, it is. 
 

Show me an idea that failed... and I’ll show you a quitter - Ray Kroc 
 

Don’t think about you’re doing, think about what you’re doing uncommonly well... Johnny Rock 
 

You’re not a loser until you quit trying... Mike Ditka 
 

To those who are so pessimistic about our economy, I say, don’t be economic girlie men! 
- The Terminator 
 

People who never get carried away, should be.  Steve Forbes 
 
 

Controlling Crowd Siphon Points 
 

Military “contact” (from Steph) needing to raise money 
Car dealers offer $5 to vet fund - lame results 
A little curiosity, a little discipline - a little Policiziing... 
 

High end dealers 
Reserve shows UP in fatigue 
Standard $100/donation in exchange for “member card” 
Few hundred dollars a month to... over $11,000 first month 
 



Badassery - 
Now STANDARD is developed - “A list of of the car dealers supporting the armed forces...” 
Website leads, free radio ads 
List built of car buyers who ONLY want to go to “Freedom Dealers” 
 

Amish-style candle seller 
Going to local grocers, music stores, hippie shops 
Makes a few hundred dollars every few months 
PA with her best locations and discovers top sellers 
After discussion with them she realized they are in 1-2 locations - she was in over 30 
 

She controlled Siphon Points - now partnered with best sellers and took giant cut 
In 30 days she more than quadrupled income - quit accounting job 
Now in over 100 locations with key chains, necklaces, bumper stickers, pens, etc. 
 

Oil Change Profiteer 
Siphon point set up with insurance agent as partner 
If you got approved they would pay for next three oil changes and a car wash 
Approval 0-$30 up front - value to agent over $100 - each sign up was over $100 
Daily average was three on weekdays and six on weekends 
Simple way to pull out $300 - $600 per location 
 

Meiji Models 
 

Intern interviews with Agents 
Four to five interviews with top brokers to determined best campaign 
Agreement to copy direct mail postcard campaign and referral campaign and ideas on target 
broker 
After nine interviews two were selected that weren’t within 250 miles 
Models copy and pasted for new brokers with 15-25% agreement 
Brokers had at least 10 active agents 
Net income over $21,000/month in less than 30-60 days 
 

Badassery - 
Next five brokers “bid” on model, average was 7-9K 
$35-$45k up front (not including back end royalties) 
Disclosure: on our Team, so won’t work for you 
 

Cook business started with coupons 
Soccer mom wants to start cook-for-you business 
Husband was IT guy 
Instead of “marketing” going “online” or wasting time with business cards... 



 

They did the math: 
Her handful of clients were worth $50-$100/week 
At $50/week she was willing to spend $200 (60 days liquidation period) 
Created $100 GC and gave away $100 to partner 
Siphon Points: car dealers, hair salon and restaurants 
 

Hair salon manager saw potential in making an extra $1k/week - does $1,500/week 
After numbers worked - PA interview with salon manager and targeted others (over 20) 
This model built over $40,000 month business with four full-time employees 
 

Cleaning Service 
Maid sick of job... 
Does math and gets $80/client 
One out of four “free cleanings” convert - each one $20 
With two signs - one was in her yard - over 20/week = $400/week 
 

Goes back explains she can bring more volume and gets 90 day price of $250/client 
Over $60 per free cleaning 
With five signs she does over $1,500/week 
 

Hotel Clerk turned night-life consultant 
Realizes clients constantly ask for recommendations 
Hotel already had agreements but did terrible job of promoting 
PA interview determines limo/dinner/club combo was $30 to hotel 
He agrees to Policize for $75 (he gets $45) 
Spends three days developing script, flyers, signs and proactive Policies 
Over next week enforces them with all staff 
Hotel went from 5-10 a month to 5-10 a week and sometimes 5-10/day 
Income $500-600/week to $1-3/week and now does “job” with conference calls 
 

Bar manager - Revolving door Gateekepers 
We buy homes card/flyer left on table and given with receipt 
Math: 20 calls for a deal $5k - $2,500 spend, so he could pay $100 - pays $25 
20 calls a week that’s $500 
Deals done from each batch 
10-20% given to manager 
 

Badassery -  
Expand to Reverse Hire investors moves same calls for $50-$100 with same $25-50% 
Now with 15+ managers - 200 calls a week - buy @$25 selling them for $50? 
That’s over $5,000 a week from brokering calls... 



 

Landscaper PA 
Has major disagreement ends up broke with debt 
At an Event he begins interviews with Indy landscapers connect with another student 
The model we put together for them was targeting agents, research, education, etc. 
 

Takes the same model and splits 30% profit with host and licenses exact model out 
In 60 days has four groups using model 
Royalties exceed $15k/month 
 

Video Games Rockefeller Rebellion 
Money came from “specials”, used games, consignment, individual items/controllers 
Instead of starting a store 
Focused on getting the crowd 
PA - contacted top game stores and they partnered to set up booth at contest 
Each chipped in to buy, host, reward, etc. 
Registration built his list 
Now list was “brokered” back to stores 
 

Buy/sell games 
Host new online tournaments 
“CPA” enhanced offers 
$25/free GC 
90 days doing over $20k/month 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


